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Abstract- In this paper we are a presenting the
formation of stars and evolution of galaxies. Red
sequence galaxies are generally non-star-forming
elliptical galaxies with little gas and dust, while blue
cloud galaxies tend to be dusty star-forming spiral
galaxies. Theories of galaxy evolution must therefore be
able to explain how star formation turns off in galaxies.
The study of galaxy formation and evolution is
concerned with the processes that formed a
heterogeneous universe from a homogeneous beginning,
the formation of the first galaxies, the way galaxies
change over time, and the processes that have generated
the variety of structures observed in nearby galaxies.
Galaxy formation is hypothesized to occur from
structure formation theories, as a result of tiny
quantum fluctuations in the aftermath of the Big Bang.
The simplest model in general agreement with observe d
phenomena is the Lambda-CDM model—that is, that
clustering and merging allows galaxies to accumulate
mass, determining both their shape and structure.
Index Terms- S tars, Galaxies, Evolution, Process,
Homogenous.

1. INTRODUCTION
Here we will talk about the formation and evolution
of two of the three main types of galaxies, spirals and
ellipticals. There is still much astronomers don't
know about the process, but we'll give you their best
guesses. Galaxies are thought to have begun from
large irregular clouds of hydrogen and helium. This
gas was created in the first few mintues of the
universe. Certain sections of the clouds were
probably slightly more dense than others. Because of
this higher density, gravity caused them to collapse.
As the large cloud collapsed, it cooled. On an even
smaller scale, pieces of the collapsing cloud, also
collapsed into even smaller pieces. These smaller
denser regions created the first stars. When the first
stars reached the end of their life cycle, they
exploded, heating the surrounding gas and slowing
the collapse of the galaxy cloud. These explosions
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also introduced heavier metals, such as carboon and
nitrogen, into the galactic cloud. Eventually, this
process of collapse, star formation, and slowing,
balanced, giving us stable galaxies. How this proces s
created elliptical and spiral galaxies, is yet another
question. There are two main theories. The first
theory is: as the cloud collapsed to form a galaxy, it's
spin is determined what type of galaxy it became.
Some theorists believe that spiral galaxies were
formed from clouds that had a significant spin. As the
cloud collapsed the spin got even faster still, this is a
feature of the principle of angular momentum. As this
the spin increased, it flattened the material in the
cloud along the spin axis, forming the characteristic
disk of spiral galaxies. Elliptical galaxies were
simply formed from clouds that didn't have this spin.
They therefore formed a more round structure, which
has no particular axis of rotation.
The second theory is that elliptical galaxies were
formed from collisions of spiral galaxies. This theory
is supported by a couple of interesting facts. First, in
the early universe galaxies were much closer together
then they are now. Since they were closer together,
especially in galaxy clusters, collisions were probably
very common. So if collisions of spirals made
ellipticals, the process of elliptical galaxy creation
was definitely present. Second, large elliptical
galaxies typically occur in rich galaxy clusters, where
collisions most likely happen. Third, ellipticals don't
have much interstellar gas, when compared to spirals.
Why? In the context of this theory, the collision of
spirals would have ignited much of the gas, turning
them into stars. This process can be seen today in
galaxy collisions. Elliptical galaxies do show
evidence of this "new" population of star formation,
even though they currently have very low formation
rates. Newer stars have a different metal composition
than older stars, since they were created later in the
galaxy's evolution (i.e. after several star life cycles).
Astronomers can measure the amount of "heavy"
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metals in a star through a process called
spectrophotometry. In some elliptical galaxies, there
are two distinct populations of globular clusters an
"old" and a "new."

Fig-1: Stephan's Quartet showing galaxy collsion
II. PROPERTIES OF GALAXIES
Because of the inability to conduct experiments in
outer space, the only way to “test” theories and
models of galaxy evolution is to compare them with
observations. Explanations for how galaxies formed
and evolved must be able to predict the observed
properties and types of galaxies. Edwin Hubble
created the first galaxy classification scheme known
as the Hubble tuning-fork diagram. It partitioned
galaxies into ellipticals, normal spirals, barred spirals
(such as the Milky Way), and irregulars. These
galaxy types exhibit the following properties which
can be explained by current galaxy evolution
theories:
 Many of the properties of galaxies (including the
galaxy color–magnitude diagram) indicate that
there are fundamentally two types of galaxies.
These groups divide into blue star-forming
galaxies that are more like spiral types, and red
non-star forming galaxies that are more like
elliptical galaxies.
 Spiral galaxies are quite thin, dense, and rotate
relatively fast, while the stars in elliptical
galaxies have randomly-oriented orbits.
 The majority of giant galaxies contain a
supermassive black hole in their centers, ranging
in mass from millions to billions of times the
mass of our Sun. The black hole mass is tied to
the host galaxy bulge or spheroid mass.
 Metallicity has a positive correlation with the
absolute magnitude (luminosity) of a galaxy.
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There is a common misconception that Hubble
believed incorrectly that the tuning fork diagram
described an evolutionary sequence for galaxies,
from elliptical galaxies through lenticulars to spiral
galaxies. This is not the case; instead, the tuning fork
diagram shows an evolution from simple to complex
with no temporal connotations intended.[1]
Astronomers now believe that disk galaxies likely
formed first, then evolved into elliptical galaxies
through galaxy mergers. Current models also predict
that the majority of mass in galaxies is made up of
dark matter, a substance which is not directly
observable, and might not interact through any means
except gravity. This observation arises because
galaxies could not have formed as they have, or
rotate as they are seen to, unless they contain far
more mass than can be directly observed.
III. FORMATION OF GALAXIES
More recent theories include the clustering of dark
matter halos in the bottom-up process. Instead of
large gas clouds collapsing to form a galaxy in which
the gas breaks up into smaller clouds, it is proposed
that matter started out in these “smaller” clumps
(mass on the order of globular clusters), and then
many of these clumps merged to form galaxies,[4]
which then were drawn by gravitation to form galaxy
clusters. This still results in disk-like distributions of
baryonic matter with dark matter forming the halo for
all the same reasons as in the top-down theory.
Models using this sort of process predict more small
galaxies
than large ones, which matches
observations. Astronomers do not currently know
what process stops the contraction. In fact, theories of
disk galaxy formation are not successful at producing
the rotation speed and size of disk galaxies. It has
been suggested that the radiation from bright newly
formed stars, or from an active galactic nucleus can
slow the contraction of a forming disk. It has also
been suggested that the dark matter halo can pull the
galaxy, thus stopping disk contraction.[5] The
Lambda-CDM model is a cosmological model that
explains the formation of the universe after the Big
Bang. It is a relatively simple model that predicts
many properties observed in the universe, including
the relative frequency of different galaxy types;
however, it underestimates the number of thin disk
galaxies in the universe.[6] The reason is that these
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galaxy formation models predict a large number of
mergers. If disk galaxies merge with another galaxy
of comparable mass (at least 15 percent of its mass)
the merger will likely destroy, or at a minimum
greatly disrupt the disk, and the resulting galaxy is
not expected to be a disk galaxy (see next section).
While this remains an unsolved problem for
astronomers, it does not necessarily mean that the
Lambda-CDM model is completely wrong, but rather
that it requires further refinement to accurately
reproduce the population of galaxies in the universe.
Olin Eggen, Donald Lynden-Bell, and Allan
Sandage[2] in 1962, proposed a theory that disk
galaxies form through a monolithic collapse of a
large gas cloud. The distribution of matter in the
early universe was in clumps that consisted mostly of
dark matter. These clumps interacted gravitationally,
putting tidal torques on each other that acted to give
them some angular momentum. As the baryonic
matter cooled, it dissipated some energy and
contracted toward the center. With angular
momentum conserved, the matter near the center
speeds up its rotation. Then, like a spinning ball of
pizza dough, the matter forms into a tight disk. Once
the disk cools, the gas is not gravitationally stable, so
it cannot remain a singular homogeneous cloud. It
breaks, and these smaller clouds of gas form stars.
Since the dark matter does not dissipate as it only
interacts gravitationally, it remains distributed
outside the disk in what is known as the dark halo.
Observations show that there are stars located outside
the disk, which does not quite fit the "pizza dough"
model. It was first proposed by Leonard Searle and
Robert Zinn [3] that galaxies form by the coalescence
of smaller progenitors. Known as a top-down
formation scenario, this theory is quite simple yet no
longer widely accepted.
IV. STAR FORMATION RATES AND
INTERSTELLA R RECYCLING
The star formation rate in a galaxy depends on two
types of processes: (1) effects that drive star
formation by creating massive, dense star-forming
clouds, and (2) negative feedback effects that limit
the efficiency of star formation by destroying these
clouds before most of their matter has been turned
into stars. Although star formation may in some
circumstances also produce positive feedback effects
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that stimulate further star formation the net feedback
effect of star formation must be negative rather than
positive, otherwise all of the gas in galaxies would
have been consumed long ago in a runaway process
lasting only a small fraction of the age of the
universe.
1. Interstellar Gas Cycling and Cloud Motions
2. Feedback Effects and the Efficiency of Star
Formation
3. Effects Driving Star Formation
V. GALAXY MERGERS AND THE FORMATION
OF ELLIPTICA L GALAXIES
Elliptical galaxies (such as IC 1101) are among some
of the largest known thus far. Their stars are on orbits
that are randomly oriented within the galaxy (i.e. they
are not rotating like disk galaxies). A distinguishing
feature of elliptical galaxies is that the velocity of the
stars does not necessarily contribute to flattening of
the galaxy, such as in spiral galaxies.[7] Elliptical
galaxies have central supermassive black holes, and
the masses of these black holes correlate with the
galaxy’s mass.
Elliptical galaxies have two main stages of evolution.
The first is due to the supermassive black hole
growing by accreting cooling gas. The second stage
is marked by the black hole stabilizing by
suppressing gas cooling, thus leaving the elliptical
galaxy in a stable state.[8] The mass of the black hole
is also correlated to a property called sigma which is
the dispersion of the velocities of stars in their orbits.
This relationship, known as the M-sigma relation,
was discovered in 2000.[9] Elliptical galaxies mostly
lack disks, although some bulges of disk galaxies
resemble elliptical galaxies. Elliptical galaxies are
more likely found in crowded regions of the universe
(such as galaxy clusters).
Astronomers now see elliptical galaxies as some of
the most evolved systems in the universe. It is widely
accepted that the main driving force for the evolution
of elliptical galaxies is mergers of smaller galaxies.
Many galaxies in the universe are gravitationally
bound to other galaxies, which means that they will
never escape their mutual pull. If the galaxies are of
similar size, the resultant galaxy will appear similar
to neither of the progenitors,[10] but will instead be
elliptical. There are many types of galaxy mergers,
which do not necessarily result in elliptical galaxies,
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but result in a structural change. For example, a
minor merger event is thought to be occurring
between the Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds.
Mergers between such large galaxies are regarded as
violent, and the frictional interaction of the gas
between the two galaxies can cause gravitational
shock waves, which are capable of forming new stars
in the new elliptical galaxy.[11] By sequencing
several images of different galactic collisions, one
can observe the timeline of two spiral galaxies
merging into a single elliptical galaxy.[12]
In the Local Group, the Milky Way and the
Andromeda Galaxy are gravitationally bound, and
currently approaching each other at high speed.
Simulations show that the Milky Way and
Andromeda are on a collision course, and are
expected to collide in less than five billion years.
During this collision, it is expected that the Sun and
the rest of the Solar System will be ejected from its
current path around the Milky Way. The remnant
could be a giant elliptical galaxy.[13]
VI. CONCLUSION
Many galaxies in the universe are gravitationally
bound to other galaxies, which means that they will
never escape their mutual pull. If the galaxies are of
similar size, the resultant galaxy will appear similar
to neither of the progenitors,[10] but will instead be
elliptical. There are many types of galaxy mergers,
which do not necessarily result in elliptical galaxies,
but result in a structural change. There is a common
misconception that Hubble believed incorrectly that
the tuning fork diagram described an evolutionary
sequence for galaxies, from elliptical galaxies
through lenticulars to spiral galaxies. This is not the
case; instead, the tuning fork diagram shows an
evolution from simple to complex with no temporal
connotations intended.[1] Astronomers now believe
that disk galaxies likely formed first, then evolved
into elliptical galaxies through galaxy mergers.
Current models also predict that the majority of mass
in galaxies is made up of dark matter, a substance
which is not directly observable, and might not
interact through any means except gravity. Many of
the properties of galaxies (including the galaxy
color–magnitude diagram) indicate that there are
fundamentally two types of galaxies. These groups
divide into blue star-forming galaxies that are more
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like spiral types, and red non-star forming galaxies
that are more like elliptical galaxies.
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